ZOMBIES!!! Surviving the Zombie Apocalypse (Judaism and Jewish
Life)

Throughout time people have had many
different ideas on how the world would
end. One scenario in particular has become
more popular in this day and time. Z-Day,
or the zombie apocalypse, is the belief that
the world will end due to the rise of
zombies, and the mass infection of all
living beings. Zombies are only motivated
by the need to consume living beings, most
importantly their brains! The threat of such
an attack is so hard to imagine, and more
than likely society would break out into
widespread panic, causing the collapse of
society as we know it.
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Surviving the Zombie Apocalypse Judaism and Jewish Life eBook, youJJ: Zombies is about a zombie and a cheerleader
who are both outsiders. day, when youd send a letter home to prove you were alive and surviving at camp. JJ: IKAR,
the community your wife, Rabbi Sharon Brous, founded, and which is convinced that Jews are uniquely positioned to
face a zombie apocalypse.
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